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BACKGROUND

The main objective of zinc addition in primary coolant of light water reactors, is to minimize radiation fields. For
this purpose, only small quantities of zinc in primary coolant are necessary (target concentration: ppb). This
method improves the quality of the protective oxide film on the surfaces and is a cost-effective alternative to
cobalt replacement. Besides, the high thermodynamic stability of zinc spinels (due to its high relative binding
energy considering cobalt, iron, nickel, etc.) leads to the displacement of Co-58 and Co-60 from contaminated
oxide layers. )

Previous laboratory studies and field power plants tests have indicated that zinc addition to the primary coolant
could also reduce the general corrosion rates of the primary system materials and partially inhibit primary water
stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) of Alloy 600 components. It was confirmed that zinc has no adverse effect
neither on fuel cladding nor on other primary circuit materials. (3)

As a result of an Eletronuclear and Siemens agreement planned to be applied in Angra 2 NPP zinc addition
used data from the joint German utilities/Siemens qualification program were as well as operating gathered at
the German lead pressurized water reactors plants. The qualification program main objective was to
demonstrate the process efficiency, to investigate interactions between zinc and oxide layers, to elaborate a
dosing concept, to provide compatibility assessment with systems and components and to develop
implementation strategy, defining limiting values and diagnostic parameters and a surveillance prograrn.-OlK

Angra 2 NPP is the world's first power plant using this program since its start-up in July 15 th , 2001. Its design
features (core design, reactor coolant pumps and others) were also reviewed and compared with corresponding
data from German Siemens PWR's, adding zinc. The data showed that the compatibility of method with Angra 2
plant.was ensured. 12�



IMPLEMENTATION

The preliminary steps before zinc addition at Angra 2 consisted in a design review of the reactor coolant pumps,
fuel and system components compatibility (resin and filter performance and radwaste) and suitability of existing
chemical injection system.

Another aspect considered was the quality and the form under which zinc is to be used. The natural isotopic
mixture of zinc contains 48% Zn-64. Because of the activation process, in which 121 MeV gamma ray 244
days half life) is produced, a depleted zinc mixture with less than 5% in Zn-64 must be used to minimize this
problem. All zinc additions were made in the sub-critical reactor coolant under a soluble acetate form. This
solution is prepared dissolving the zinc oxide nO > 99,5 wt%, dry material) powder in a stoichiometric amount
of acetic acid to a final concentration of ppb in the reactor coolant.

ANALYTICAL CONTROL

Zinc additions were implemented in order to reach the range of ppb in the reactor coolant. To control these
additions an analytical sampling and monitor plan was implemented to measure the chemical parameters in the
reactor coolant during the additions. Iron and zinc concentrations and radiocobalts activities were monitored
since first criticality and operational power variation tests. When occasionally lithium additions were needed, it
was important to adjust lithium solutions pH by adding acetic acid to avoid zinc precipitation in the tank and the
addition lines.

Chemical analysis are been made by using the Perkin-Elmer AAnalyst 300 with HG-800 GFAAS and the
radiochemical analysis in a multi-channel gamma analyzer (Ge-HP) EG&G Ortec.

No significant variation on chemical or radiochernical parameters values are been observed during plant's
normal operation, despite other plants in that joined this same program after commercial operation. The most
probably reason is the fact that this addition has been done since Angra 2 NPP first start-up.

EXPECTATIVES

The first cycle assessment of the initial steps of zinc additions process are scheduled to be done in March 2002
during Angra 2 first refueling outage after which the related data and conclusions will be available.

Particularly in Angra 2 NPP there is the additional zinc preferential incorporation in the spinels, even before the
cobalt incorporation. Besides, a more resistant protective layer is expected due to major zinc binding forces.
Thus, Angra 2 may show better results comparatively to other plants with same design features, and maybe
similar to those in which a complete elimination of stelite was observed.

The expected effect of zinc additions on radiological doses is the reduction of outage's time and costs,
significantly in the case of Angra 2.
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